
Introduction and applications 

Bending & twisting rigidity of DNA 
with Magnetic Traps. 
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What we will learn today 
Magnetic Traps 

Tuesday: DNA: Want to twist it and compact it. 
     --Essential for life. (1m à 5µm; supercoiled) 

Measure via Magnetic Tweezers: apply range of 
forces 

 --Put a little magnetic particle on end of 
DNA: Pull & Twist it with magnets. Measure DNA 
twist and stretch via microscope. Tell how stiff it 
is. 
•  DNA does NOT act like a Hookian Spring— 
    (F ≠ -kx) acts like a Worm-Like Chain (WLC). 
•  DNA twisted like Right-handed Helix—makes 

difference if you over- or under-wind it. 

Magnetic 
particle 



DNA-bead system acts like a small 
pendulum with a Force  

pulled vertically (z) from it’s anchoring 
point,  

subject to Brownian fluctuations (x,y). 
 

•  Single point attachment for measuring 
translation (DNA compaction) 

•  Multiple point attachment for 
measuring rotation (torque) 

Magnetic Trap 



Diffraction rings 

Z 
Z 

Focal point 

Measuring DNA extension (x,y,z)  

Z: Can get like 10 nm resolution  
(with visible or IR (500-1000 nm light!) 

Move objectives up/down at 
calibrated steps (~ 100 nm over 
several microns). Use as a 
reference for actual experiment. 

Find the (x, y) center 
to determine the 
location within 1 nm! 
(in 1 second)  

X,Y ,Z are then 
used with 
objective fixed 
and something 
is changing Z. 

1-5 µm bead 
Can go to ~10,000 Hz! 



Magnetic Tweezers 
Force Spectroscopy 



Force measurement- Magnetic Pendulum 

T. Strick et al., J. Stat. Phys., 93, 648-672, 1998 

Looks like regular pendulum with force not equal to gravitational force 
but due to magnetic force.  

Do not need to characterize the magnetic field nor the bead susceptibility. 
 Just use Brownian motion. 

Looks just like an inverted 
pendulum acting under the force 
of magnetic field (like gravity). 

•  Vertical force (Fm) due to magnet. 
Bigger Fm, L will tend to lay straight up. 

•  Brownian force tends to cause a 
horizontal force. 

•  There is relationship between how big 
Δx is, and how big Fm is.  

Ref. 
bead 



Force calibration 
How much bead wiggles 

side-to- side and in z 
is function of mag. force 

T. Strick et al., J. Stat. Phys., 93, 648-672, 1998 

F = kB TL 
< δx2 > 

Measure < δx2 >,  
L (actual length), 
à get F 

At low extension, with length 
doubling, δx ~ const., F doubles. 

At big extension (L: 12-14 µm), 
Δx decrease, F ↑10x. 

Spring constant gets bigger.  
Hard to stretch it when almost  
all stretched out! 



Analysis: No.  
F= - kx 
Hooke’s Law: You apply a force on something and it increases in length 
linearly. Proportional constant = k. Minus sign because it’s a restoring force. 

Force related to 
fractional increase (x/
L). What if force isn’t 
proportional to 
distance? 

http://biocurious.com/2006/07/04/wormlike-chains 

Is Force constant of DNA like Hookian Spring? 

Need the Worm-Like Chain for elasticity 



Two Models of DNA  
(simple) Freely Jointed Chain (FJC) 

& (more complicated) Worm-like Chain (WLC) 

Idealized FJC:  

Realistic Chain: 

FJC: Head in one direction 
for length b, then turn in 
any direction for length b. 
 

[b= Kuhn length = ½ P, 
where P= Persistence 

Length] 

WLC: Have a correlation length 

FJC: Completely straight, unstretchable. No thermal 
fluctuations away from straight line are allowed 

 

The polymer can only disorder at the joints between 
segments 

 FJC: Can think of DNA as 
a random walk in 3-D. 



Towards the Worm-Like Chain for elasticity 
try:  The Freely jointed Chain (FJC): 

The molecule as a chain of perfectly rigid subunits of length b joined  
by perfectly flexible hinges. Segment-to-segment angle = θ

 
You can think of b as the 
length of the repeating 
subunits, and is called the 
Kuhn length (= 2 x Persistence 
length). 
Persistence length: you start 
out going in some direction: 
how long will you tend to keep 
going: for DNA—about 50 nm, 
or 150bp. 

http://biocurious.com/2006/07/04/wormlike-chains 



Force vs. Extension for DNA 

•  Hookian Spring works 
well at < 0.2 stretch 
(<<0.01 pN). 

•  FJC works well up to ~ 
0.5 stretch (0.1pN). 

•  Need WJC 0.5-1 stretch.
(< 5pN); L= 3.4 base-
pairs 

•  At > 1 stretch (5-60 pN) 
need to compensate for 
enthalpic energy for 
change in L.  

F=-kx works well at very low force;  
at higher force, DNA is extended (> 50%), need FJC or better is WLC   

Strick, J. Stat. Physics,1998. 

L = contour length; p = ξ = persistence length 
z = actual length 
 



WLC Fits very well at most stretches 



DNA	  Packaging:	  Nucleosomes	  
In	  Eukaryo+c	  DNA,	  packaged	  into	  nucleosomes:	  about	  2	  loops	  
around	  4	  histone	  proteins,	  making	  about	  10	  nm	  “disks”.	  Disks	  
must	  be	  removed	  when	  DNA	  is	  ac+ve.	  

Keq = 0.9; H3K56Ac increases open fraction 4x 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kQpYdCnU14 

Histones can be acetylated to make nucleosomes less stable  
(We can study what forces hold them together via Magnetic Traps 

John Van Noort 
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Rotation Curve 

∆Lk = ∆Lk,nuc+ ∆Lk,DNA 

Flush in NAP1 
and core 
histones 

Rotate 
magnets 
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Unwinding a Nucleosome 
Seems to do it in two steps, one 2-3 pN, unwinds first wrap, 

then at 6pN, unwraps the second wrap. 

Van Noort, Biophysical J, 2009 

Van Noort, Biophys. J. 



Probing	  conforma+onal	  changes	  
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Force spectroscopy can measure condensation directly and 
interaction energies indirectly 
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Fill in diagram 
(w L.H.S. more 

stable) 

Apply some Force, F: React diff. 
ΔG = function (F) Two states, differ by ΔG 

Recall:  



Class evaluation 

1.  What was the most interesting thing you learned in class today? 
 
2.  What are you confused about? 
 
3.  Related to today’s subject, what would you like to know more about? 
 
4.  Any helpful comments. 

Answer, and turn in at the end of class. 


